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f(t) = A$5(A<) in which A represents a scale factor. The mean of the ^-distribution is 
ju, = J {t"e-'ira}dt = a, 
the variance is 
0-2 = r°{««+ic-'/ra}ctt-/t8 = a, 
hence the standard deviation a — Ja. 
The experimental requirement that fi = 2cr is met by a = 4 (/i = 4, <r = 2). 
Hence the best fitting <p(t) = 1?e~lj^!, and 
/(Q = A(A*)»e-»/3!. (1) 
The mean of this distribution is t = 4/A, whereas its standard deviation is 2/A. This 
function has been fitted to the histogram in Fig. 1. The area under the curve was 
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Fig. 1. Histogram of ^-distribution (tl = 1), with best fitting density function <j>(t) = t3e~'/6. 
made equal to the area under the histogram, and a scale factor A = 4 had to be 
used in order to give 1=1, since the histogram had been rescaled to have a mean of 
unity. The approximation is fair, but it is realized tha t other functions may fit as 
well. The question of interest, however, is whether the function can be understood 
as an expression of some underlying mechanism. 
I n the previous paper (Levelt, 1966) it was shown tha t lx is independent of what 
was there called A;, the strength of the left eye stimulus. I t is not accidental tha t 
the same term A has been used above. The scale factor A in expression (1) may be 
taken to be the strength of the stimulus presented to the other eye, and evidence 
was indeed presented tha t tt and the right eye stimulus strength, Ar, were related by 
a monotonic decreasing function tx = f(Ar) (see Levelt, 1966, p . 227). I t is now possible 
to specify this monotonic decreasing function as 11 = 4/Ar, in which an increase of Ar 
implies a reduction of tt. 
One possible mechanism that could account for an effect of stimulus strength so 
that a function of form (1) results, is a summative one in which the recessive stimulus 
produces a series of randomly distributed 'excitation spikes'. If the chance of no 
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spike occurring in t is P0(t) = e~xt, the waiting time for one spike has a probability 
density function fx{t) = Ae~A/. The waiting time up to the nth spike can be found by 
applying 
fn(t) = / » - i W / i ( * - « « ) & 
J — OO 
(on the assumption that the waiting time for the next spike is independent of the 
previous waiting times). For n = 4, f4(t) = A(A£)3e~A(/3! which is identical with 
expression (1), above. 
This may be interpreted in the sense that the summative effect of four successive 
spikes from the recessive stimulus is necessary and sufficient to re-establish dominance 
for that stimulus. The symbol A now represents simply the number of spikes per unit 
time. The experiments gave values of tx of about 2-6 sec. Taking tt = 4/Ar = 2-6, 
gives A = 1-54 sec or an average interspike interval of about 0-65 sec. However, 
there are large individual differences in Ar. This interspike time might be associated 
with 'flicks' in eye movement, suggesting some summating effect of time contours. 
I t is not possible at present to give a more psychophysical account of such a summative 
process, and further elaboration of the term 'excitation spike' as used in this note 
would therefore be premature. 
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